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Salmon
Salmon

Yuzu invokes our palate, and to help elevate the dish it 
requires a sashimi dish that also serves a touch of yogurt. 
Absolute balance.

Product story About the Sake brewery

KINRYO YUZUSHU  【NISHINO KINRYO】

This sake carries 45% fruit juice and is made 

using real natural yuzu juice from Kochi and 

Ehime prefectures in Japan. It is quite fruity and 

sweet and does not require artificial sweeteners 

or colourings. It is popular since it is easy to 

drink, even for those who do not drink often.

Tasting Note: When poured into a glass, the 

fresh scent of the natural yuzu di�uses. Similar 

to thick, freshly-squeezed yuzu juice, it is easy to 

drink even for those who are not heavy drinkers. 

Straight, ‘on the rocks,’ with soda.

Our breweries are located in the Sanuki Plain, a representative plain in 

Shikoku, which is located between Seto Inland Sea and Sanuki Mountain 

Range. The Sanuki Plain is suitable for rice cultivation since the sun stays out 

for long, coupled with little rain and disasters. The large temperature 

di�erence between day and night result in the harvest of rich rice with high 

density. We have been brewing sake with this high-quality rice since the Edo 

period for over two centuries. Since then, Kinryo sake has been called the 

"Konpira sake of Sanuki," and also known to be the sacred sake of Konpira 

Shrine (which houses the guardian deity of maritime tra�ic). It has been loved 

and drunk not only by the local people of Sanuki (Current: Kagawa Prefecture) 

but also by people who visit Konpira Shrine from all over Japan.

■ Sake type
■ Rice-polishing ratio
■ Alcohol percentage
■ Production area
■ Awards, etc. 

Yuzushu
-
8%
Nakatado-gun, Kagawa
8th Tenman Tenjin Umeshu Tournament - Liqueur Category Top Prize
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